Arvados - Bug #5418
[Workbench] Make the brand/root link unclickable when not logged in
03/06/2015 08:57 PM - Tom Clegg

Status:

Resolved

Start date:

03/12/2015

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

Assigned To:

Radhika Chippada

% Done:

100%

Category:

Workbench

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

2015-04-01 sprint

Description
Subtasks:
Task # 5456: Review branch: 5418-brand-unclickable-anonymous

Resolved

Related issues:
Related to Arvados - Feature #5370: [Workbench] If anonymous config is enable...

Resolved

03/03/2015

Related to Arvados - Feature #5647: [Workbench] Log-in on anonymous redirects...

Resolved

04/14/2015

Associated revisions
Revision 2f9de559 - 03/12/2015 04:07 PM - Radhika Chippada
closes #5418
Merge branch '5418-brand-unclickable-anonymous'

History
#1 - 03/11/2015 07:15 PM - Radhika Chippada
- Assigned To set to Radhika Chippada
#2 - 03/12/2015 03:18 PM - Radhika Chippada
- Category set to Workbench
- Status changed from New to In Progress
#3 - 03/12/2015 03:56 PM - Tom Clegg
LGTM @ 5aff810
Just a formatting nitpick: "text:Rails.configuration.site_name.downcase" should be "text: Rails.configuration.site_name.downcase"
#4 - 03/12/2015 04:10 PM - Radhika Chippada
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset arvados|commit:2f9de559616c21a8f5672017abd13d7319a05196.
#5 - 04/01/2015 05:38 PM - Nancy Ouyang
I'm curious about the thought process behind this, right now if a first time user is coming in through an anonymous project, such as pathomap, then
they hit "login" they are immediately hit with a google sign in page which may be very confusing. Perhaps, for logged-out users, 'log-in" should say
"log-in/sign-up"?
But in any case, it may be better for them to fumble around and go to the Safe page and read "oh, you login with a google account" and that will make
more sense, as opposed to being stuck in this isolated webpage and the login page looks like a phishing page asking them to enter their google
credentials.
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